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Abstract:
Industrial flutter prediction for large transport aircraft requires numerical
capabilities to predict unsteady aerodynamic forces induced by harmonic oscillations for the
complete flight envelope including transonic and separated flow conditions, with shock
boundary layer interaction and inverse shock motion.
Adequate numerical methods have to model both flow physical and geometrical complexities
in more detail than the standard DLM approach. The application of CFD methods results in a
more or less time consuming task. On the other hand the aircraft development process, which
leads to structural modifications with impact on the flutter behaviour, requires robust and
accurate analyses for various stiffness and/or mass conditions in short iteration times.
Thus the CFD calculation process should be decoupled from the structural analysis process.
This can be achieved by application of aerodynamic reduced order models (ROM). A new
method following this strategy is presented. It relies on a limited number of unsteady CFD
computations forming the ROM data base, combined with an arbitrary number of Doublet
Lattice computations. Thus compatibility with standard DLM based linear flutter prediction
process is conserved. The quality of the new approach depends significantly on the choice and
number of single CFD computations, as well as on mapping of these results to the DLM
aerodynamic data structure.
The validation of this approach is performed in a first step by comparing unsteady pressure
distributions and generalised airloads for cases of the parameter space, which have not been
included in the data base. In a second step the complete process validation requires a common
aeroelastic reference test case of adequate complexity. A brief review of available windtunnel
data for both unsteady aerodynamics and flutter outlines the shortcomings of these data, like
missing measurements of a clear transonic dip significantly below Mach number one, and of
inverse shock motions.
A new common test configuration with a transonic dip flutter boundary in the Mach number
range between 0.80 and 0.95 is proposed. The aircraft geometry from the Drag-Prediction
Workshop 4 fulfils the above mentioned unsteady aerodynamic requirements. It is extended to
a flutter model of a generic aircraft. The capability of this model is demonstrated by applying
the above flutter process. An unsteady aerodynamic ROM is generated in the 3 dimensional
parameter space of Mach number, reduced frequency and elastic mode shape. For selected
points of this parameter space a sufficient number of unsteady RANS simulations is
performed to display unsteady pressure distributions at Mach numbers between 0.6 and 0.90,
and reduced frequencies up to 4. A constant lift coefficient of 0.50 has been chosen for all
Mach numbers. DLR’s TAU code is applied for attached flow conditions in linear modus. The
ROM is completed by performing this procedure for several so called synthetic modes, which
are chosen properly to display all realistic structural modes (of the fixed aircraft geometry),
without their detailed knowledge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Unsteady CFD simulations have meanwhile been validated for various reference
configurations, like the AGARD standard configurations, among them the LANN wing with a
double shock system [1], or the Aerostabil wing with modern supercritical wing geometry [2],
and recently the HIRENASD wing with high Reynolds numbers [3, 4].
Full aircraft configurations are not available. Results are encouraging although not all
problems of unsteady flow separation and grid convergence have yet been solved. A typical
characteristic of unsteady transonic aerodynamics is the appearance of so-called inverse shock
motion, induced by shock-boundary-layer separation. This has been observed already in the
early LANN wing tests, see figure 1. Comparing two transonic test cases with oscillating
shocks for attached or partly separated mean flow are showing unsteady pressure peaks of
different signs. It is likely that this sign change causes the ascending part of the transonic dip
flutter boundary.

Figure 1: unsteady Cp distribution for pitching LANN wing at 47.5% span position
Upper: CT5: Ma=0.820,  = 0.60 deg, attached flow; Lower: CT9: Ma=0.820,  = 2.60 deg, separated flow

In contrast to unsteady aerodynamic data for forced harmonic motion there is an important
demand in a common aeroelastic model with significant geometrical, structural and
aerodynamic complexity. A few open test case models like the AGARD445.6 wing [5],
Goland wing [6], Aerostabil wing [2] and MDO wing [7] are used frequently, but they lack
mainly in geometrical complexity. The Goland and AGARD445.6 wings are not
representative for modern transport aircraft due to their very thin and conventional profile
shapes and non-tapered planforms. Their flutter boundaries exhibit a transonic dip close to
Mach number one, and are hardly influenced by viscous effects or flow separation. The
Aerostabil wing is rather a representative test case, but only LCO results are available. A
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typical flutter boundary of a modern transport aircraft exhibits a transonic dip, which looks
like figure 2. Some examples of flutter boundaries from windtunnel tests and from
corresponding numerical simulations may be found for the supercritical NLR7301 airfoil and
for the AMP wing in [8, 9].

Figure 2: typical transonic dip flutter boundary

Various flutter computation assessments for more complex configurations have been reported
in the literature, but they are based on proprietary models, for example the Fokker model [10],
AMP [11] and Mavric [12]. The restricted availability of the most interesting models is
natural because these windtunnel tests were very expensive.
On the other hand reduced order models (ROM) are developed, which will soon make the
immense task of CFD based flutter simulations for complete flight envelopes feasible. These
methods are mainly demonstrated for the above mentioned simplified generic open model
wings, thus not enabling a realistic demonstration of the capabilities of aeroelastic ROMs.
For this reason we propose a common numerical model which meets the mentioned
requirements, and to apply numerical methods for flutter prediction to this test case. Usually
the validation of the aerodynamic part of a numerical flutter method can be sufficiently
achieved by unsteady aerodynamic windtunnel tests for forced model oscillations. But
complete flight envelopes of modern transport aircraft with their immense number of
parameter combinations can not be treated by straightforward application of CFD
aerodynamics, neither via time-domain fluid structure coupling (CFD-CSM) nor by a standard
process in the frequency domain. The latter requires many thousands of unsteady CFD
simulations for all relevant combinations of Mach numbers, load cases, reduced frequencies,
and structural mode shapes. The former is only able to provide frequency and damping values
for one chosen point in the flight envelope. This situation is often complicated by the fact that
the final structural dynamic model is only provided in a very late stage of the aircraft
development process. This is probably one reason why flutter computation for large transport
aircraft until now still relies on strategies adopting the more than 40 years old aerodynamic
Doublet Lattice method [13]. The advantages of these strategies are twofold: a rapid and userfriendly unsteady aerodynamic method and the separation of unsteady airload calculation and
flutter analysis. Thus it seems to be most promising to adopt high-end CFD simulations while
retaining the mentioned advantages in order to design new flutter computation methods which
promise the same precision for transonic and viscous flow as the old methods do for subsonic
flow.
Much promising work has been performed in this direction during the last 20 years. First
these efforts addressed the aerodynamic part of the problem alone, by development of faster
unsteady CFD methods. One class of them is based on boundary-layer coupled time-domain
CFD, for example the methods adopting TSD [14], Full Potential [15] or Euler [16] with
3
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inverse boundary-layer methods or simultaneous coupling. They usually reduce the required
computing times to nearly that of the corresponding inviscid code, thus providing in the case
of Euler a gain of about a factor 50 in comparison to RANS. A second class is that of timelinearised frequency domain CFD, mainly for unsteady Euler and RANS equations [17].
These methods are usually about a factor of 10 faster than the full nonlinear code, but they
have not yet reached maturity for separated flow. No linearised Euler-boundary layer coupled
method, which might combine the savings of both classes has been developed. The optimum
reduction of computing time of all these methods is thus less than 100 wrt. RANS, which is
still not enough for many applications. For this reason, as a third class, correction methods for
the DLM have been developed. Among them are first completely new CFD-DLM
aerodynamic codes, which are an implicit extension of DLM to transonic and viscous flow,
namely the TDLM [18] and iSKEM [19] codes. They need just one or two steady RANS
computations as input. Secondly we have different methods of explicitly correcting DLM
results by very few unsteady RANS simulations. A review of these methods which were often
driven by very rough engineering approaches, is given in [20]. They are still further improved,
mainly by developing proper strategies of selecting an optimal (proper minimised) number of
basic points in the aerodynamics and structures parameter space for which to perform the time
consuming full CFD simulations for forced motion and to interpolate between these basic
results. Such methods are a prominent member of the class of so-called reduced order
modelling (ROM) techniques. There is a wide spectrum of approaches for ROMs. On one
hand faster CFD methods exhibit a model reduction technique themselves, and on the other
hand flutter methods which treat mathematically the coupled (CFD-CSM) problem [21], are
classified as ROMs too. A comprehensive overview of different methods is presented in [22].
Furthermore several combinations ROMS and reduced unsteady aerodynamic models are
possible.

2 DEFINITION OF A NEW COMMON TEST CONFIGURATION
2.1 Requirements
We are looking for a configuration typical for a modern large transport aircraft, wrt geometry
and structural model. Thus geometry should include wing, fuselage, tail, and engine nacelle
with pylon. It should be further capable to demonstrate and assess the potential of CFD in
combination with ROMs. Furthermore a large number of parameter combinations should be
involved. Computation of a typical flutter boundary requires various Mach numbers, reduced
frequencies, elastic modes, different load cases (steady lift, AoA, flight altitude) with
corresponding static structural deformations. The test case should also include a typical
transonic cruise condition as well as separated flow and inverse shock motion and thus show a
transonic dip behaviour not too far from cruise Mach number and lift. The ascending part of
the transonic dip should be significantly identified below Mach 1.
Due to the primary objective to validate ROM based models versus direct use of CFD,
currently only method-to-method comparisons are planned which use purely theoretical
structure. No additional aeroelastic wind-tunnel test is currently planned. Nevertheless, the
validation of CFD methods by forced motion wind tunnel results is a precondition for the
proposed ROM validation for aeroelastic test cases.
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2.2 Selection of the new reference model
For this reason we propose a new common test case for assessment of flutter computation
processes. Complexity of the test model has to go beyond the above mentioned existing open
models. Unfortunately the geometry of only very few generic aircraft models is freely
available. Some efforts in definition of common models for assessment of numerical
simulations have been performed in a series of drag prediction workshops. The first three of
them focused on a wing-fuselage-pylon-nacelle configuration, namely the DLR F6 model [23].
We do not take this configuration into account, because it has the disadvantage, that transonic
flow exhibits significant flow separation both at the wing-fuselage junction and in the pylonnacelle region, see fig 3. We want to avoid such flow separation effects but rather investigate
shock induced separation effects on the wing.
A better suited one for our purposes seems to be the NASA model from the Drag Prediction
Workshop 4 (DPW4) [24, 25]. So we started to study this model concerning its unsteady
aerodynamic and flutter behaviour, adopting a generic structural model. We are using the
wing-fuselage-horizontal tail geometry from the DPW4 website in form of a grid generated by
DLR institute of aerodynamics and flow technology.

Figure 3: steady flow characteristic of the drag prediction workshop3 reference model, the DLR F6.
Left figure: skin friction lines on the surface indicating severe separation at the wing fuselage junction.
Right figure: steady pressure distribution at a spanwise station close to the nacelle, curves for the nacelle and for
the lower wing indicating shock induced flow separation

First the geometrical and structural model refers to a wind tunnel model, in a second step a
full aircraft model will be defined too.
2.3 Geometry
Figure 4 depicts the geometry of the windtunnel model. The reference length is root chord of
the wing L=462 mm.
Currently there are no engine nacelles and pylons and no vertical tail. It is planned to
complete the model later with these components.
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Figure 4: Geometry of the DPW4 reference aircraft model

2.4 Structure
Different models are available, namely two beam-like 6 DOFs for the wing only, see table 1,
and 10 DOFs for the wing with 2 pylons and 2 nacelles. In addition a more complex FE model
is available.
No Eigenmode
Frequency
Damping
Gen. mass
[Hz]
[-]
[kg m2]
st
1
1 bending
23.39
0.0038
0.58
2
1st torsion
31.85
0.0032
10.92
3
In-plane bending
49.00
0.0114
1.63
nd
4
2 bending
54.99
0.0076
1.63
5
3rd bending
81.06
0.0086
5.38
6
4th bending
99.60
0.0086
5.11
Table 1: Modal properties of the reference model without engines

2.5 Aerodynamic characteristics of the reference model
Some aspects of the aerodynamics of the DPW4 model can already be studied at steady flow
fields. For the reference load condition CL = 0.50 the flow becomes transonic at Ma = 0.775
and exhibits shock induced flow separation above Ma = 0.875. As a consequence we can
expect regular unsteady shock motions for Ma < 0.875 and so-called inverse shock motions
for Ma > 0.875. This is depicted in figures 5, 6, where the angle of attack has been once
decreased by  = -0.25 deg and once raised by  = +0.25 deg around the AoA of CL =
0.50 load condition. For Ma = 0.850 the shock moves downstream with increasing , while
for Ma = 0.900 it moves upstream. This is more clearly depicted by the Cp distributions for
the wing section y = 600 mm in figure 7. It should be noted, that the inverse shock motion
does not alter the direction of lift change with . The lift is still increasing with increasing
AoA, because the Cp level upstream of the shock is significantly increasing, so we are still on
the ascending part of the steady lift polar. But the quasi-steady derivatives of lift and moment
are changing their tendency, as can be seen from figure 8.
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Figure 5: Ma=0.850, CL(mean)=0.50, left:  = -0.25° right:  = +0.25°  regular shock motion

Figure 6: Ma=0.90, CL(mean)=0.50, left:  = -0.25° right:  = +0.25°  inverse shock motion

Figure 7: Chordwise Cp distributions at y=600 mm wing span position of the reference model CL(mean)=0.50

The left figure presents the steady AoA, at which the target lift of CL = 0.50 is achieved, in
dependence from Mach number. There is a minimum at Ma = 0.87, which in turn means that
for constant AoA, the lift curve has a maximum for this Mach number. The same holds true
for the change of lift and moment due to AoA variation, extreme values are obtained for Ma =
0.86. These transonic and viscous effects are restricted to the wing, the horizontal tail does not
show transonic effects up to Ma = 0.90.
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Figure 8: AoA and quasi-steady lift and moment coefficients of the reference model for CL(mean)=0.50

3 THE UNSTEADY AEORODYNAMICS REDUCED ORDER MODEL
If we want to perform a fully CFD based classical flutter computation, we will have to
provide generalised unsteady airloads for all of the potentially important structural modes, for
a significant number of reduced frequencies and for several Mach numbers. A fourth
dimension of this parameter space would be added by taking different load cases (AoA) into
account. This will result in the requirement to run about 105 single unsteady CFD
computations for unsteady forced motions in the mode shapes of the aircraft, if we assume 10
Mach numbers, 10 reduced frequencies, 10 load cases and 100 modes. Many of these cases
have to be run for transonic separated flow, which requires full Navier-Stokes simulations.
In order to reduce this immense task, unsteady aerodynamic ROMs are developed. Some of
them like Volterra or impulse techniques may reduce the effort in just one dimension, namely
reduced frequency. Others, like Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) techniques [26, 27],
can help to select a more reduced number of computations, thus populating four-dimensional
parameter space in a very coarse manner. Our experience shows that this strategy does not
work well for the parameter axis of mode shapes. For this reason DLR elaborated a specific
form of reduction technique to reduce the number of different mode shapes to be analysed by
CFD, the so-called synthetic mode shape strategy.
3.1 Synthetic modes strategy
A number of NSM so-called synthetic mode shapes are defined:

s,n , with: s = 1,…,NSM

(1)

While there are NRM mode shapes from the structural FEM model, the so-called real modes

r,n , with: r = 1,…,NRM (2)
Usually the number of synthetic modes is less than that of the structural modes: NRM > NSM.
Both of these sets of modes are defined on the N boxes of a doublet-lattice grid. Unsteady
DLM aerodynamic computations are performed both for all of the synthetic modes and for all
of the real modes, yielding unsteady pressure distributions
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ps,nDLM
pr,nDLM

(3)
(4)

Corresponding to linear frequency-domain unsteady aerodynamic theory these are complex
valued first harmonics of unsteady pressure distribution induced by harmonic motion with the
mode shape. Unsteady CFD computations are performed for the smaller number NSM of
synthetic modes, yielding also unsteady complex pressure values on the M surface points of
the CFD grid. As the CFD grid is much finer than the DLM grid, usually M >> N .
ps,mCFD

(5)

These results are interpolated from the CFD grid to the DLM grid, forming the corresponding
pressure jumps between lower and upper lifting surfaces, which yields

ps,nCFD

(6)

Flutter computations require the corresponding results for all real modes. These are derived
from the above values by the following correction process

pr ,n

SMC

 pr ,n

DLM

NSM

   s  Fs ,n  (7)
s 1

This means that the final CFD corrected result, the so-called Synthetic Mode Corrected result,
denoted by index SMC, is generated by multiplying the corresponding DLM result with a
complex number. This number is composed as the weighted sum of the single factors

Fs ,n  p s ,n

CFD

/ p s ,n

DLM

(8)

For each DLM grid box there is one complex valued factor per synthetic mode. The weight
coefficients s are determined by the contribution of each synthetic mode to approximate the
corresponding real mode shape. The above generation has to be performed for different Mach
numbers and reduced frequency values separately.
The synthetic mode shapes have to fulfil the condition that a small number of them are
sufficient to approximate all relevant real structural modes with sufficient accuracy. Different
sets of synthetic mode shapes have been tested for the wing modes of a large transport aircraft
structure finite element model. The first 100 Eigenmodes were taken into account by their zdeflections, only these are of relevance for the DLM based flutter process. As a measure for
assessing the approximation quality the modal assurance criterion (MAC) has been adopted.
The best approximation is achieved for MAC values of 100%, MAC values less than 80%
denote a poor approximation. Figure 10 shows that the first 50 real modes can be sufficiently
approximated (MAC > 80%) with only 10 synthetic modes. From the different candidates for
synthetic mode shapes, namely simple polynomials, Legendre and Chebychev polynomials
and trigonometric distributions of mode shape amplitude in wing spanwise direction, the
trigonometric approach has been selected. The 10 trigonometric modes (5 bending and 5
torsional ones) are depicted in figure 9.
Applying the correction process of equations (7) and (8) for all Mach numbers, reduced
frequencies and real mode shapes, the unsteady loads distribution from DLM is corrected and
used for a frequency domain flutter computation.
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Figure 9 : Synthetic mode shapes: 5 bending, 5 pitch (right)
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Figure 10 : Left: Approximation quality (measured as MAC value) of first 100 FEM structural mode shapes of a
large transport aircraft by synthetic modes of different type and different number (10 or 16)
Right: Approximation (red) and real FEM structure mode shapes (green) of a large transport aircraft, from left to
right: 7th and 22nd modes

3.2 ROM for the parameter subspace of Mach number, load cases and frequency
The synthetic mode shape strategy reduces computational efforts significantly and allows to
generate the ROM data by expensive CFD simulations before the final structural model of the
aircraft is available. A further reduction of the number of unsteady aerodynamic simulations
cab be achieved by applying POD techniques in the remaining three-dimensional parameter
sub-space of Mach number, load case and reduced frequency. This task is not part of the
current paper.
3.3 CFD simulations
The unsteady aerodynamic data base with forced motion of the complete DPW4 aircraft
model in the synthetic mode shapes has been generated by different CFD approaches, all of
them were based on Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations with DLR’s
TAU code [28,29]. The one-equation turbulence model of Spalart-Almaras [30] has been used.
An unstructured CFD grid with 4 million nodes has been applied, comprising prismatic layers
in regions close to the body surfaces and tetrahedral volume elements in the outer regions.
The grid is depicted in figure 11. It has been created by DLR institute of aerodynamics and
flow technology at Braunschweig, and may be downloaded from the DPW4 website [25].
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Figure 11: CFD grid of the reference model

First, steady simulations were performed for different Mach numbers and for the target lift
coefficient CL = 0.50. Around the corresponding steady flow fields unsteady nonlinear
simulations were performed, introducing the synthetic mode shapes as unsteady boundary
condition forcing the surface structural deformations. The amplitude was chosen to be
equivalent to a pitch amplitude of  = 0.25 degrees as the maximum value along wing span.
Typically 4 oscillation cycles, each with between 256 and 512 physical time steps (depending
on the reduced frequency value), were run to achieve converged periodic solutions. These
time consuming simulations were performed only for the Mach numbers Ma=0.775, 0.825,
0.8625, 0.8875 and for always 3 reduced frequency values * = 0.25, 0.40, 0.80. The limiting
value * = 0.0 has been made available by 2 steady computations with different angles of
attack.
Additional computations in the Ma - * parameter space will be carried out adopting faster
CFD codes. For additional Mach numbers in attached flow conditions the linearised version
of DLR’s TAU code LFD-TAU [17] will be applied. For low reduced frequencies * < 0.20,
the very fast iSKEM code [19] may be used both for attached and separated flows.
CFD data for * = 0.0 show already a significant trend, see figure 12. The distribution of
Cp /  on the surface indicates a significant region of large values (in red and blue colours)
extending along the wing span, but of small chordwise width. This corresponds to the region
where the shock wave is oscillating. With increasing Mach number, the shock moves
downstream up to the most downstream location at Ma = 0.8625. With increased Mach
number of 0.8875 and 0.900 the mean shock position remains nearly constant, but the sign of
the unsteady shock peak changes (colour from red to blue). This is due to the before
mentioned change from regular to inverse shock motion with respect to AoA.
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Figure 12: Quasi-steady pressure distribution cp/ for DPW4 aircraft model mapped on the DLM grid,
with varying Mach numbers Ma=0.775, 0.825,0.8625, 0.8875, 0.900, mean flow with CL=0.50,
obtained by TAU RANS simulations with Spalart-Almaras turbulence model

Looking closer to unsteady CFD this effect has been observed in windtunnel tests too, for
example in the LANN wing test cases CT5 and CT9, see fig.1. In that case the change to
inverse shock motion was caused by an increase of the mean AoA, while for the DPW4 model
the change is shown by an increase of Mach number. Figure 13 depicts the chordwise
unsteady pressure distribution from TAU simulations for two spanwise wing stations of
DPW4. For the lower Mach number Ma = 0.8625 the shock peak exhibits the regular
behaviour in both real and imaginary parts, while the sign switches for Ma = 0.8875.
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Figure 13: Regular and inverse shock motion for the DPW4, unsteady pressure distribution cp/ on upper and
lower surface at y=600 mm (left) and y=800 mm (right) spanwise wing stations. Rigid pitching at * = 0.25,

4 FLUTTER BOUNDARY
The flutter boundary was computed by solving an Eigenvalue problem using generalised
airloads, which were obtained from pure DLM aerodynamics and from DLM aerodynamics
corrected in the above described way using synthetic modes. Results presented herein were
obtained by adopting only one single synthetic mode, namely pure rigid pitching, 4 transonic
Mach numbers and 4 reduced frequencies.
The DLM grid comprises 1048 surface boxes, 840 of them on the wing. Pressure corrections
based on URANS simulations have been introduced only for the wing, because the flow on
the tail and fuselage remains subsonic in all cases. Figure 14 depicts the DLM grid.

Figure 14: Aerodynamic DLM grid

The correction factors Fs,n defined in equation (8) are depicted for the synthetic mode s=1
(rigid pitching) in figure 15. It shows that the magnitude of F increases with increasing Mach
number, which is shown by the green, yellow and red colours in the graphs. Similarly figures
16 and 17 show the change of F with reduced frequency. While the magnitude decreases, the
phase shift increases with reduced frequency on the wing.
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Figure 15: Correction factor for different Mach numbers, 1st synthetic mode, * = 0.15

Figure 16: Magnitude of correction factor, 1st synthetic mode, * = 0.15 and 1.00

Figure 17: Phase angle of correction factor, 1st synthetic mode, * = 0.15 and 1.00

The obtained flutter boundary for the DPW4 model is depicted in figure 18 in form of critical
total pressure pt of the windtunnel as a function of Mach number. The first two eigenmodes
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(first bending mode and first torsion mode) couple at a frequency of approximately 30 Hz and
cause flutter at pt between 0.5 and 0.7 bar. The transonic dip behaviour is significant even for
the low number of available Mach number values. As the ROM data set currently includes
only one synthetic mode, it has to be investigated, how the dip changes when more synthetic
modes are included.

Figure 18: Flutter boundary of the DPW4 model

5 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The configuration of a new numerical flutter model, which is significant for a modern
transport aircraft, has been defined and a transonic flutter boundary has been computed with a
reduced order model, which uses a CFD data base for the correction of a DLM based flutter
process. The model exhibits a clear transonic dip behaviour, the minimum of the dip being
close to Mach number of starting flow separation. Separation and corresponding inverse
shock motion play a dominant role for the dip. It was demonstrated that the steady CFD
simulation results clearly correspond with the dip behaviour too. Currently the numerical
dynamic model results on a windtunnel model and contains simple beam-like stiffness and
mass elements. In a next step a second model will be derived for full aircraft dimensions and
with a more complex finite element model. In a third step, wing engine nacelles and pylons
will be added. This will further increase the complexity of the structure and thus increase the
demands on CFD based ROMs. DLR will successively extend the ROM data set to more
synthetic modes, more Mach numbers and more mass cases.
We would like to propose these models for a specific workshop on the topic "Validation of
aeroelastic ROMs for complex applications” and will provide interested partners with the
necessary data. The objective of this workshop will be the assessment of different flutter
prediction processes and the effort to increase accuracy as well as numerical effort of different
aeroelastic ROMs.
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